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About This Game

A fusion of traditional survival horror, story-driven adventure, and noir-influenced murder mystery, The Piano is an
unsettling journey through 1940s Paris.

Born to an American father and a French mother in the aftermath of the Great War, John Barnerway lived in the shadow of his
three brothers. George, Louis and Valentine were renowned pianists - but when John is accused of their murders, he finds

himself at the centre of a media witch-hunt that sees him traversing the lonely streets of Paris in search of answers.

Features

True psychological horror: delve into the darkest corners of John's mind

Gather clues and solve puzzles in search of answers

Evade terrifying foes that stalk the empty streets of Paris

Piece together a fragmented story to uncover the truth

A noir-influenced aesthetic, with heavily stylised visuals

Immersive soundtrack and full voice acting
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Title: The Piano
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mistaken Visions
Publisher:
Mistaken Visions
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.8GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600/9600GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7 GB available space

Additional Notes: Currently compatible with 64 bit operating systems only, pending a patch in 1-2 weeks.

English
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Classic Arcade Goodness !. More Princess Remedy! If you liked the first game, you'll definitely like the second one. It's pretty
much more of the same, but more polished.. bloody hard. This game is the bee's knees. More teamwork than most games.. I
don't remember buying this, maybe I was drunk? Either way, this game is terrible, stay away.. Nice minimalistic puzzle game
from the creator of the ZUP series.. Very fun and addicting... But also enraging... Still, get the game! It's amurzing!. Wow this
game is absolutly wonderful. The controls take a little while to understand but once you have them the game play reminds me of
Halo! I was having fun the entire time I was playing and this is automatically going into my top of my favorite games! The only
suggestion I would have is to try to make the level creation a little easier to understand. This was is going to be huge though!
Great job devs you guys have something really amazing here!. This game is really bad!
Awful optimalization
My GPU is on max...
Laggy ...
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MY ARM! lol oh man this game keeps you going for hours. This game is a great game to pass time. You will definently get your
money's worth if you purchase this game. You have everything from shooting things with bows to using shields to repel balls
into the opponents goal to crushing the s**t out of a ball using a lightsaber bat!

Pros: Hours of fun only reason I stopped was because my arm got tired! and even then I could just change game play to a
different type of game.

Cons: 0

IMO GET IT!. This is a pretty nice version of a Bomberman with variety of characters with unique abilities, which really make
the brawls tough. There are a few modes of play including arenas, duels, co-op and campaing. Each of these delivers different
gaming experience and requires slightly different skills. What is most important, mastering uninque abilities of the characters
boosts your chances of winning at least by a few miles... and the campaing can get extremely hard.

The game has perfect gamepad support so it feels like your playing on a console. Great for local multiplayer but it's a bit of a
shame that there are practically no online games on PC so far. Hope it will change in the future becasue BRAWL has a lot of
potential for a really good fast-paced multiplayer game.

Would rate 8/10 - money well spent.. Saw a Soldier with a Greatsword, tryd to kill him to get his sword, he killed me in one hit,
made me laugh - because it made sense, loved it.

Want a Good Game? Buy this, play it a few hours, have fun; then wait until its "Done" and have even more fun.

But, be warned, at the moment, its kinda buggy (because early access) - you may fall through floors in some Areas, dont get
frustrated.

Looks awesome, is fun. Very Impressiv. I really like it.. this game was so promising when i bought it in 2015. now almost 4
years later pretty much nothing has changed and the dev team have ran off with our money. i dont know why this game is still
for sale. Don't buy! Can't even play the game because the DRM doesn't work and will probably never be fixed! AVOID AT
ALL COST!. At first gaze this game looked like a hacking game.
I was like: "yeees finally a new hacking game which looks interesting"

In the tags I noticed: "puzzle"

Well, this game turned out to be one hell of a puzzle.
I just finished the first episode but seriously:
This game has some tricky puzzles you wont be able to solve so quick.

Thats what this game makes worth playing it.
The puzzles and the story are in my opinion very nice.

If you are a fan of puzzles, you definitely need to play Mu Complex ^^. Handball is a great sport.
Dunkerque rules !
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